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rhimes, an alum of both the yale school of drama and the royal academy of dramatic art, is repped by caa and attorney david fox. she recently wrapped production on the upcoming paramount feature the dressmaker opposite naomi watts, billy crudup, nicole kidman and owen wilson. she
also recently wrapped production on the amazon feature bee season 2, opposite jason clarke, cary elwes and samuel l. jackson and is currently in post production on the netflix feature, the umbrella academy, which will debut on the streaming service in july. rhimes is also co-creator of the
abc comedy series the rookie, starring constance zimmer, which premiered in 2016 and is in its third season. a new set tour video has arrived, showing off the new interior and exterior sets for the grey's anatomy season 12 premiere. the video also debuted the new characters that will be
entering the grey's anatomy season 12 cast. these include two new female doctors, dr. irene neira ( jaime camil ) and dr. melissa spellman ( sara ramirez ), as well as dr. miranda bailey ( kim raver ) who will be taking over the surgery department for meredith grey ( ellen pompeo ), and dr.
audrey parker ( tessa ferrer ) who will be taking over the or. deadline is reporting that kim raver will return to grey's anatomy for the show's 16th season. she will be reprising her role as dr. teddy altman which she left at the end of season 14. she is reprising the role once again in izombie,
which also stars scott foley, kevin mckidd, meredith monroe, jaime camil and sarah fain. season 15 of grey's anatomy will air from september 21st to october 26th. the new season will feature a new crop of interns, including a young brazilian doctor ( floriana lima ).
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pompeo has signed on for three more seasons, which will take her through the show's 16th season. the hollywood reporter reported the actress will be paid approximately $500,000 per episode for the additional seasons. it is unclear how much she will be paid for the final two seasons, but
she is rumored to be earning a ton of money for her time on the show. for now, pompeo will continue to portray the former pediatric neurosurgeon with post-traumatic stress disorder (ptsd) in the aftermath of a plane crash that killed her husband and unborn child in the season 15 finale. at

the time, she was busy with her first live show in new york, but she is off the road until season 16. in the season 16 premiere, she is back at work, and at work she will be as long as her contract is up. her departure comes at the same time as shonda rhimes is reported to be leaving the
show for the first time. pompeo will be a big part of the show's future and her character will be more involved in the surgical scenes, as the doctors are about to change their residency program. popular on tv guide and the daily beast, and even the new york post, grey's anatomy is the most-
talked-about show on the web, and by many tv critics, too. on the season-four finale, meredith is forced to choose between her career and her relationship with her boyfriend, dr. derek shepherd (patrick dempsey), who is the love of her life. now, you can experience all the drama, romance,
and excitement of grey's anatomy from the very beginning. meet meredith grey, a brilliant first-year surgical intern at seattle grace hospital. together with her fellow residents in training, meredith navigates her way through the daily traumas and social landmines of life inside the hospital

and out in the real world. grey's anatomy is a smart and witty look at young people struggling to be doctors and doctors struggling to stay human. 5ec8ef588b
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